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indoor air temperature is governed by the
behavior of the room users, the external climate
and the performance curves of the HVAC
equipment. For the stakeholder to identify and
use measures to maintain or improve wellbeing
indoors he needs to be provided with
information about the consequences of his
actions on performance aspects such as building
energy demand.
The movement from single objective to
integrated performance simulation tools also led
to research projects targeting the integration of
the results in one viewer such as the “Integrated
Performance View” (Clarke et al., 1999).

ABSTRACT
Enhancing well-being and productivity in
buildings and reducing the energy demand are
conflicting targets in building design. To find
suitable design solutions, it is necessary to
evaluate and communicate the impact of
building system parameters on specific
performance indicators. Performance data can
either be obtained by dynamic thermal building
simulation during design or by taking
measurements during building operation. The
authors argue that traditional display formats
such as tables and line-graphs are insufficient to
communicate dynamic performance data as they
are not adaptable to the user demands and do
not allow analyzing the interactive influence of
the system parameters on the performance
indicator. Due to the shortcomings of the
existing data formats a web based flash
application was developed to explore innovative
means for the communication of performance
data. The prototype includes an animated
contextualized representation and a coupled
motion chart with scroll and zoom function.

Figure 1 Integrated Performance View
(Clarke et al., 1999)

USER-CENTRIC DATA
COMMUNICATION

More recent work (Ledinger and Jones, 2010)
targets the support of the performance analyst
during modeling and testing of complex
building and system models or the evaluation of
data representations (Struck et al., 2011).
The resulting developed data representations are
valuable but often dedicated to inform a specific
user group, which is generally the analyst.
However, to inform non-specialists about the
buildings performance the representations fall
short as they are characterized by:
- a very high data density and
- use discipline specific vocabulary
- mix static and dynamic parameters.
This paper focuses on requirements of
communication of performance data to improve

Building performance simulation is rarely used
in the conceptual design stage. Although
interviews with design practitioners confirm
that simulation is used to understand and to
communicate the integrated performance of
buildings and systems, little is done to enhance
the communication of building performance
data to stakeholders as building user, designer
and
investor
or
developer.
Predicted
performance data for buildings and systems are
often dynamic and due to the interaction of
building and system parameter highly complex.
It is seldom possible to explain an observed
phenomenon, e.g. high indoor air temperatures,
by only one parameter. As an example, the
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processing has a low capacity taking into
account only a subset of relevant information.
The second is the suboptimal weighting of
decision criteria due to the missing appreciation
of the entire data set.

cognition. We thereby do not differentiate
between stakeholders but concentrate on the
human cognitive capacity
The research question addressed is:
“How does one need to communicate building
performance data to inform users about their
impact on important performance aspects?”

Dijksterhuis demonstrates the impact of the
mode of thought using the post-choice
satisfaction. He asks study participants to state
their post choice satisfaction for a number of
products ranging from simple to complex using
either conscious or unconscious thought for
their choice (decision). His work concludes, that
the post-choice satisfaction increases when
unconsciously evaluating (deliberating without
attention) products with increasing complexity.

METHODOLOGY
At first the paper provides a review of the
human cognitive capacity, the data to
knowledge conversion and differentiates
between data and information visualization.
Thereafter the Shneiderman mantra is presented
as a popular approach to view data. Finally
gestalt principles are reviewed to reduce the
cognitive load reading data representations
(assessment criteria).
Secondly, a developed data representation
application is presented and discussed. The two
completed development iterations including
user testing are documented.

Prazeres (2006) accounts for four of five human
senses when mapping the formats and attributes
communicating data originating from building
performance simulation, see Figure 2.

COMMUNICATING PERFORMANCE
DATA
For communication to work one requires a
transmitter and at least one receiver. In our case
the building stakeholders represent the receiver
for whom the data processing capacity is
known.
Human data processing capacity
Figure 2 Formats and attributes for communicating
building performance data (Prazeres, 2006)

Our human data processing capacity is limited.
Although our sensory system is able to take in
up to 11 Mio bits/s we are not able to
consciously process more than 16 bits/s
(Norretranders, 1998), see table1.

Prazeres identifies the four attributes type,
dynamicity, color and interactivity of which
only type and color are extensively used.

Table 1 Information inflow to sensory systems
(Norretranders, 1998)
SENSORY
SYSTEM
Eyes
Ears
Skin
Taste
Smell

TOTAL
BANDWIDTH,
(BITS/S)
10.000.000
100.000
1.000.000
1.000
100.000

Although taste has with 0.001 the highest ratio
of conscious to total bandwidth ratio of all four
senses, see table 1, it appears the least feasible
to use for communicating building performance
data.

CONSCIOUS
BANDWIDTH,
(BITS/S)
40
30
5
1
1

Prazeres confirms that the focus in
communicating data is historically on
stimulating the visual system. See table 2 for
information on the evolution of communication
media.

The limited data processing capacity of humans
has an effect on our decisions. Leading
researchers differentiate between conscious and
unconscious mode of thought (decision
making). Dijksterhuis et al. (2006) names two
reasons, why conscious thought could lead to
poor judgment. The first is that conscious data
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3. details on demand, select an item or
group and get details when needed.

Table 2
The Evolution of communication tools
(Card et al., 1999)

Data visualizations

COMMUNICATION NUMEBR OF YEARS
MEDIA
OLD
Sight
5 x 108
Speech
5 x 105
Writing
5 x 103
Print broadcasting
5 x 102
Visual broadcasting
5 x101
Visualization
5 x 100
Note: Card et al. relate visualization explicitly to
visualization in scientific computing.

Card et. al. (1999) conclude the use of data
visualizations amplify cognition by:
1. increasing resources, by offloading
work from the cognitive to the
perceptual system;
2. reducing search; by grouping large
amount of data in a small space
avoiding symbolic labels;

Data communication

3. enhancing recognition pattern, rather
than using the more difficult to activate
recall capacity of stakeholders;

Data needs to be converted to information and
subsequently to knowledge to be useful to
stakeholders. The conversion from data to
information includes steps as (1) data collection,
(2) analysis, (3) organization and (4)
representation. For information to be converted
to knowledge it needs to be contextualized
(Judelman, 2004). Based on the stages of the
conversation process experts in humancomputer interaction differentiate between
scientific and information visualization, see
figure 3.

4. using perceptual inference;
5. using perceptual monitoring, to follow
the development of a large number of
events by appearance or motion;
6. providing a manipulable medium, for
exploring the parameter space.
For data visualizations to effectively
communicate its data they need to account for
the varying effectiveness of the gestalt rules.
Gestalt principles describe the organization of
data within visualizations. Important principles
are e.g., proximity, similarity and closure
(Tovee, 1996). Roam (2008) introduces the term
“precognitive triage” describing the capacity of
the visual system to filter data by perception and
inference. Roam (2008) differentiates eight
gestalt
principles
and
qualifies
their
effectiveness as indicated in table 3.
Table 3
Gestalt principles (Roam, 2008)

Figure 3 Data to knowledge conversion,
adapted from Judelman (2004)

The building industry has, due to the advances
in computing and modeling, arrived in an era of
digital empiricism (Paul, 2007). The
computational interfaces provide features for
direct-data manipulation which allows to
visually analyze data. Based on personal
experience Shneideman (1996) formulated the
visual “information seeking mantra” consisting
of three steps:

PRINCIPLE
Proximity

Color

1. overview first, gain an overview of the
entire data collection;

Size

2. zoom and filter, zoom in on items of
interest and filter out uninteresting
items;
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DESCRIPTION
Objects closer to
each other are
assumed to be
related.
Differences are
immediately
noticed,
groupings are
assumed based
on like-coloring
Perception of
differences
assuming the
outstanding is
worth noticing

EFFECTIVENESS
Good

Good

Good
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interaction between multiple variables nor can
they be used to quantify information. Additional
data is necessary to put the information into
context.

Table 3 continued
PRINCIPLE
Orientation

Direction

Shape
Shading

Angles

DESCRIPTION
Distinction
between
horizontal and
vertical.
Perceived
movement can be
picked up
without
conscious
thought.
Differentiation
between shapes.
Detection of
differences in
shade as
indication for up/
down or in/out.
Distinction
between angled
objects.
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EFFECTIVENESS
Good

Motion charts are dynamic bubble charts which
allows an interactive exploration and
visualization of temporal multivariate Data.
Motion Charts facilitate an interactive display
of multidimensional and temporal data.
Although motion charts are strong with respect
to interaction, dynamicity and color use they
provide no visual means for contextualizing the
information.

Good

Less good
Good

Prototype development

Due to the shortcomings of current visualization
techniques a prototypical application for the
visualization and communication of building
performance data was developed. The available
performance data was measured in an office
room at the Lucerne University of Applied
Science and Arts with 14 workstations over the
period of one year, 2011. The set includes data
for the parameters air temperature, rel.
humidity, and CO2 concentration.

Less good

To fully amplify cognition data visualizations
need to (1) stimulate the appropriate human
senses; (2) comply with the information seeking
mantra, (3) make good use of attributes as type,
dynamicity, interactivity and color as well as (4)
recognize the gestalt principles of data
organization.

The work was conducted interdisciplinary
involving the Department for Design & Arts and
the Centre for Integrated Building Technology
of the Lucerne University of Applied Science
sand Arts. The development process went
through two iterations with a user testing in
between.

Innovative visualization techniques

Innovative developments which account for one
or more of the four named principles are for
example carpet plots and motion charts.
Carpet plots or temporal raster plots are
graphical representations of color coded data in
a Cartesian coordinate system with at least two
axes. Both axes show typically the time at a
different temporal resolution. The example
below, see figure 4, shows the diurnal rel.
productivity of the office users in five minute
intervals on the y-axis and the days of the year
2011 on the x-axis.

The original task for the application
development was to design and publish a webbased application to visualize indoor
environmental performance data. The focus was
thereby on contextualizing and representing the
dynamics of the dataset. The first prototype is
shown in figure 5.

Figure 4 Carpet plot example , rel. productivity for an
office room derived from air temp. after (Seppänen et
al., 2006),

The advantages of carpet plots are, they are
intuitive allowing visual triage due to extensive
use of colour and shading. They appear to be
understandable as they visualize only one
variable. However, carpet plots cannot represent
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The prototype is based on a three-dimensional
representation of the office space geometry, plus
abstract illustration of the room interior. It only
visualizes data for one day. It shows four
parameter; people presence, air temperature, rel.
humidity and CO2 concentration. The
background color indicates the room airtemperature. The circles filling the space
volume represent the rel. humidity (blue) and
the CO2 concentration (green). The people
presence is shown by contours of humans
appearing behind the desks.
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This innovative functionality allows to first gain
an overview of the data set, zoom and filter the
data set to eventually identify indications for
interacting parameters or interesting phenomena
and thirdly to provide detail for exploring the
cause of performance phenomena. However due
to the size of the underlying data set (105.120
data points) and the need to dynamically
calculate the mean value for the temporal axis
the prototype responds slowly.

Figure 5 Visualization of indoor environmental
performance data – 1st prototype (Steimer, 2011).

In addition to the qualitative visualization of the
parameters within the space volume the scales at
the bottom of the representation allow to
quantify the values of the air temp., rel.
humidity and CO2 concentration at any point in
time. The data can be explored either manually
by scrolling through the documented period by
hand or it can be animated, fully accounting for
the data dynamics.

Figure 6 Visualization of indoor environmental
performance data – Extended prototype (Struck et al.,
2012).

The user testing with four experts from the field
of designs and arts and building technologies
revealed the following weaknesses:

Still, the complementary representation of the
data context and its trends provides a good basis
for data exploration and communication. It
allows a playful handling of the data which may
lead to additional insight. The next steps The
extended prototype requires user testing to
establish the its benefits over conventional data
representation formats.

1. The
changing
circle
sizes
as
representation for the dynamics for the
changing rel. humidity and CO2
concentration over the day can hardly
be distinguished.
2. The change of rel. humidity and CO2
concentration cannot be differentiated
due to the proximity of the circles.

CONCLUSIONS
This research was dedicated to answer the
following research question:
“How does one need to communicate building
performance data to inform users about their
impact on important performance aspects?”
It was found that although we commonly
communicate data intuitively the advent of
digital empiricism and the associated use of
visualization in scientific computing requires rethinking and adapting traditional representation
and visualization formats.

3. Although the dynamics of the data set
can be nicely presented data trends
cannot be established as the history of
the data is not visualized.
In an iteration of the development process the
last of the three points was specifically
addressed by expanding the prototype with a
screen to display a traditional line graphic, see
figure 6. Although its design corresponds with
conventional data representation it is equipped
with a scroll and zoom function. The data set
can be scrolled forward and backwards. It can
be zoomed-in up until five minute intervals.
Furthermore a parameter can be shown and
hidden.

The extent of building performance data
available has become practically unlimited.
However, the human data processing capacity is
not. To enable decision making the data needs
to be converted first to information and then to
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knowledge. One problem is that we tend to
overload data representations without providing
a contextual reference. There are a number of
innovative approaches to explore and
communicate dynamic data such as carpet plots
and motion charts. However none of the two is
flexible enough (1) to stimulate more than one
human sense; (2) to comply with the visual
information seeking mantra; (3) to concurrently
allow the use of attributes as dynamicity and
interactivity. The developed prototypes allow
for the first time to explore the feasibility of
alternative approaches towards communicating
performance data. Additional functions in line
graphs such as scroll and zoom come in handy
to explore the data sets. However, the need to
use two screens to (1) explore and (2)
contextualize the data is critical. The question
that will need to be answered next is: Do we
need to integrate or make the visualization
formats user-adaptable?
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